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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 

�� 01 ا!'$&%$ت ا;رد89- , &56 01 ا!%$م ا!,$دم..ز.,+� 01 ا!'$&%-.//.-..ا!,+*ل )$!'$&%$ت: ا! �+,8<
� A$م @*ا!0 &$ .,$رب ث=9$BC(D!$E F!أ H. CAو!0 @*ا!0 . 8- وJه D!$E F!أ H. CAا!6=$89- و

LM !ا اJا!'$&%$ت. ه �Nن 01 دا*P+,8< D!$E F!ا H8ث5ث Q!ا �R. HB=& , H86!$6!ول اJا;ن 01 ه
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English translation: 

 

Man: University admissions …ah … universities accept… for example, next year, at 
Jordanian universities generally, about 28,000 students will be accepted. Those 28,000 
students, about this number, may reach 30,000 students who will be accepted at 
universities.     
 
Those 28,000 students or 30,000 students will be accepted according to competitive 
standards. Those actually represent about 60% of accepted students. The other portion of 
accepted students goes to an equivalent program to this one [university]. This equivalent 
program has completely different criteria from the first one to enter the university, of 
course. This is based on the student paying the fees completely. Within the first system, a 
big portion of the grants’ fees and tuition is paid by the state, as they are taken from tax 
money. That’s why the acceptance is competitive. As for the other part, it is competitive 
among the students who can afford paying for their education entirely. This program is 
called the Equivalent Program.  
 
In most Jordanian universities, I mean state universities, which are eight state universities 
now, have a program called Equivalent or called International …ah … this program 



brings in students from around the world. Currently within the different Jordanian 
universities, there are about 50 nationalities … ah … in Jordanian universities. In the 
University of Science and Technology alone, there are about 40 or 42 nationalities. 
 
Most students certainly come for advanced technical studies: medicine, dentistry, 
engineering, especially civil and electrical and mechanical engineering and mechatronics, 
recently.         
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